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It claims to offset the discomfort associated with lectins in our diet, which are plant proteins that are
supposedly difficult to digest. It claims to help you look and feel better, and assist with the symptoms of many
chronic health conditions. We do have some concerns about the number of foods that are off-limits, especially
considering a lot of them are fruits and vegetables or otherwise considered nutritious foods. We took a close
look at the details of the program, the potential side effects, and the science behind it. Then, we condensed and
summarized everything for you in this review. Overview What is the Plant Paradox? The Plant Paradox is a
book written by Steven Gundry. He discusses the hidden dangers in healthy foods that can cause disease and
weight gain. He is referring to lectins, which are plant-based proteins. In The Plant Paradox you are given a
full list of lectin foods, simple substitutions, a step-by-step detox plan, and recipes. Steven Gundry MD is a
highly-respected physician, a cardiac surgeon, who has had an extensive career in various areas of medicine.
He is the founder of the Center for Restorative Medicine, where he developed some alternative health
treatments. He uses his knowledge of modern medicine, combined with his passion for natural, holistic
methods. Other than The Plant Paradox, Dr. Gundry has also written Dr. It was released in April and provides
more than recipes that help you avoid lectins, while still maintaining a healthy diet. He says you can lose
weight, heal your gut, and live lectin free. Gundry reveals that gluten is just one variety of a common and
highly toxic plant-based protein. You can find lectins not only in grains but also in a variety of gluten-free
foods that many consider healthy such as fruits, vegetables, nuts, beans, and even dairy products. These
proteins are designed by nature to protect plants from predators including humans. Once they are eating, they
incite chemical warfare in our bodies which cause inflammatory reactions that can lead to weight gain and
serious health conditions. She also says that she was able to manage her thyroid condition and is no longer on
medication because of the Plant Paradox. Does Plant Paradox Work? As with many diet products on the
market today, there are mixed reviews. Some people swear by the program saying that it does work for them
and they have achieved not only weight loss but feeling better and having more energy overall. However, we
have also seen some reviews that say they followed the program very strictly for six weeks and saw no results.
It seems that most of the weight loss is water. Benefits Details on Plant Paradox and Weight Loss By
eliminating processed foods and sugar, you should see some weight loss. It will be difficult to maintain the
weight loss if you go right back to eating processed foods, though. Following the Plant Paradox Diet
Following the Plant Paradox diet means that you are eliminating certain foods from your diet. Gundry
recommends beginning with a three-day lectin free diet to detox your body. He says that you should prepare
your body because when you change your diet, your gut can start to benefit immediately from the foods you
start eating. During those three days, you cut out all dairy, grains or pseudo-grains, fruits, sugar, seeds, eggs,
soy, Nightshade plants, Roots, tubers, soy, corn, inflammatory oils, farm animal proteins, and canola. You will
be allowed to eat cruciferous vegetables such as broccoli, Brussels sprouts, cauliflower. The program allows
either fresh or frozen vegetables but insists they must be organic. When it comes to the good fats, you can and
should have an entire avocado every day. You are allowed to use avocado oil, coconut oil, sesame seed oil,
macadamia nut oil, extra virgin olive oil, flaxseed oil, hemp seed oil, and walnut oil for cooking. Regarding
snacks, he recommends creating romaine lettuce boats with guacamole or half of the avocado. He recommends
drizzling lemon juice and olive oil on top. You can also eat approved nuts such as pine nuts, Brazil nuts,
walnuts, pecans, pistachios, hazelnuts, chestnuts, are macadamia nuts. Regarding dressing, sauces, and
seasoning, you want to stay away from everything processed. Use fresh lemon and olive oil as well as things
like fresh cracked black pepper, sea salt, fresh herbs, vinegar, mustard and fresh spices. You are allowed to
drink tap or sparkling water, unsweetened tea, or decaf coffee. It is recommended to get 8 hours of sleep every
night and to get some light exercise. You must avoid right for bananas and zucchini. You must avoid pumpkin
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seeds, sunflower seeds, Chia , peanuts, and cashews. You can have tomatoes if they are peeled and deseeded
and you can have cucumbers if they are peeled and deseeded. You are allowed some dairy products. They
must be A2 milk, 1 oz of cheese or 4 oz of yogurt per day. You may have French or Italian butter, Gigi, goat
butter, goat cheese, goat Brie, sheep Kiefer, sheep cheese, coconut yogurt, high-fat French and Italian cheeses,
and buffalo mozzarella. You are also allowed to have organic heavy cream, organic sour cream, and organic
cream cheese. High-fat dairy does not have the casein protein what you were trying to avoid. You are allowed
to have one six-ounce glass of champagne per day or one 6 oz glass of red wine per day you are also allowed
to have one ounce of aged spirits per day. What are Nightshade Vegetables? Nightshade vegetables are
tomatoes, tomatillos, eggplant, potatoes, tobacco, goji berries, peppers â€” bell peppers, chili peppers, paprika,
tamales, pimentos, cayenne, etc. However, all Nightshade plants produce fruit that sports a small greenish Pat.
Only tomatoes, eggplant, Goji berries, and peppers are fruits. The potato is a tuber, and the tobacco is a leaf.
All of these plants produce glycoalkaloids which are natural pesticides. They are bitter compounds found
throughout the plant, but there are concentrations are especially high in the leaves, flowers, and unripe fruits.
They are designed to defend the plants against insects, viruses, fungi, and bacteria. Nightshade foods contain
small amounts of nicotine, especially when unripe. Scientists believe that nicotine is a natural plant pesticide
although it is not clear how it works to protect plants from Invaders. According to DiagnosisDiet , it is
possible for people to be allergic to nightshades or have a sensitivity to them. Though there is no scientific
evidence about Nightshade sensitivity and chronic pain, there are many anecdotal reports of people who found
that Nightshade aggravates symptoms from conditions such as fibromyalgia. Gundry claims the nightshades
are highly inflammatory, but there is plenty of research that suggests the nightshade vegetables are highly
anti-inflammatory, this being the case with tomatoes in particular. Plant Paradox Diet Potential Plant Paradox
Side Effects While on the Plant Paradox, you may experience some detox symptoms over the first few days or
weeks of following the program while your body adjusts.
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According to transactionalists, it is associated with the fact that irreconcilable prohibitions are not part of the
same logical class, or, more simply, are not part of the same class gesture and verb or affect and speech, for
example. However, these irreconcilable directives can sometimes belong to the same class. In all cases the
paradox results in infinite oscillations between two utterances of opposite meaning that are not contradictory
but antagonisticâ€”which is what accounts for its remarkable indeterminacy. In Gregory Bateson and his
colleagues began investigating the paradoxes of communication in men and animals. We distinguish two kinds
of paradox: The most famous example of logical paradox, first formulated in antiquity by the Greek sophists,
is attributed to Epimenides: But Epimenides is a Cretan. Therefore he is lying when he says that Cretans are
liars. But if Cretans are not liars, Epimenides is telling the truth. We distinguish paradoxical forecasts from
paradoxical prohibitions. The "double bind" is a sophisticated version of the paradoxical prohibition. The
introduction of the concept of paradox into psychoanalytic theory and clinical practice occurred during the s,
from several different sources simultaneously. Anzieu insisted on the fact that paradoxical transference
assumes, in individual or group psychotherapy , two forms: Paradoxical transference is thus one of the
manifestations of the work of the negative. Paradoxical transference is accompanied by paradoxical resistance
and paradoxical counter-transference. Racamier extended the class of paradox to a type of mental and rational
defensive organizationâ€”"paradoxicality"â€”which is found in schizophrenics, in whom it is both generalized
and eroticized in particular ways. Jean-Pierre Caillot used the concept of paradoxicality, applying it to
interactive behavior and the psychoanalytic treatment of families engaged in psychotic transactions He
described the paradoxical narcissistic position, where defense, through the oscillation of narcissistic and
anti-narcissistic cathexes Francis Pasche , against catastrophic, claustrophobic, and agoraphobic sensations or
anxieties, characterizes the paradoxical narcissistic object relation. This position is comprised by the
paranoid-schizoid position elaborated by Melanie Klein , where defense entails splitting and idealization.
Caillot has defined paradoxical transference, whether individual, group, or familial, as a transference act or
fantasy that indissolubly binds, self-referentially, two aspects of transference with opposite meanings,
irreconcilable and yet non-contradictory. For example, Didier Anzieu has described the transference dream of
a patient, in which he is simultaneously forced to remain at home and enjoined not to do so. But its prevalence
as a clinically close-knit system is associated with an overwhelming defensive organization designed to fend
off intrapsychic and group conflict, the risks of individuation and separation, the internal or collective
movements of fantasies of desire and death, as well as dream images and feelings of mourning or
disillusionment. It is used to foster feelings of omnipotence and is active in the denial of desire, of mourning,
and of the difference between the sexes and generations. Jean-Pierre Caillot See also: Nouvelle Revue de
Psychanalyse, 12, Pragmatics of human communication. Further Reading Pizer, Stuart A. The negotiation of
paradox in the analytic process. Psychoanalytic Dialogues, 2, Cite this article Pick a style below, and copy the
text for your bibliography.
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Since there are infinitely many positive integers, this means that there are positive integers that cannot be
defined by phrases of under sixty letters. If there are positive integers that satisfy a given property, then there
is a smallest positive integer that satisfies that property; therefore, there is a smallest positive integer satisfying
the property "not definable in under sixty letters". This is the integer to which the above expression refers. The
above expression is only fifty-seven letters long, therefore it is definable in under sixty letters, and is not the
smallest positive integer not definable in under sixty letters, and is not defined by this expression. This is a
paradox: But if the word "indescribable" communicates something about the feeling, then it may be
considered a description: Mathematician and computer scientist Gregory J. Chaitin in The Unknowable adds
this comment: Please help us clarify the section. There might be a discussion about this on the talk page.
December Learn how and when to remove this template message The Berry paradox as formulated above
arises because of systematic ambiguity in the word "definable". In other formulations of the Berry paradox,
such as one that instead reads: Terms of this kind give rise to vicious circle fallacies. Other terms with this
type of ambiguity are: This family of paradoxes can be resolved by incorporating stratifications of meaning in
language. Terms with systematic ambiguity may be written with subscripts denoting that one level of meaning
is considered a higher priority than another in their interpretation. Though the formal analogue does not lead to
a logical contradiction, it does prove certain impossibility results. Then the proposition "m is the first number
not definable in less than k symbols" can be formalized and shown to be a definition in the sense just stated.
Relationship with Kolmogorov complexity[ edit ] Main article: Kolmogorov complexity It is not possible in
general to unambiguously define what is the minimal number of symbols required to describe a given string
given a specific description mechanism. In this context, the terms string and number may be used
interchangeably, since a number is actually a string of symbols, e. Some long strings can be described exactly
using fewer symbols than those required by their full representation, as is often achieved using data
compression. The complexity of a given string is then defined as the minimal length that a description requires
in order to unambiguously refer to the full representation of that string. The Kolmogorov complexity is
defined using formal languages , or Turing machines which avoids ambiguities about which string results from
a given description. It can be proven that the Kolmogorov complexity is not computable. The proof by
contradiction shows that if it were possible to compute the Kolmogorov complexity, then it would also be
possible to systematically generate paradoxes similar to this one, i. That is to say, the definition of the Berry
number is paradoxical because it is not actually possible to compute how many words are required to define a
number, and we know that such computation is not possible because of the paradox.
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Overview[ edit ] A common modern version of the omnipotence paradox is expressed in the question: The
being can either create a stone it cannot lift, or it cannot create a stone it cannot lift. If the being can create a
stone that it cannot lift, then it seems that it can cease to be omnipotent. If the being cannot create a stone it
cannot lift, then it seems it is already not omnipotent. The dilemma of omnipotence is similar to another
classic paradoxâ€”the irresistible force paradox: What would happen if an irresistible force were to meet an
immovable object? One response to this paradox is to disallow its formulation, by saying that if a force is
irresistible, then by definition there is no immovable object; or conversely, if an immovable object exists, then
by definition no force can be irresistible. But this is not a way out, because an object cannot in principle be
immovable if a force exists that can in principle move it, regardless of whether the force and the object
actually meet. Omnipotence Peter Geach describes and rejects four levels of omnipotence. He also defines and
defends a lesser notion of the "almightiness" of God. This position was once advocated by Thomas Aquinas. A
man could, for example, make a boat that he could not lift. Here the idea is to exclude actions that are
inconsistent for Y to do but might be consistent for others. Again sometimes it looks as if Aquinas takes this
position. This sense, also does not allow the paradox of omnipotence to arise, and unlike definition 3 avoids
any temporal worries about whether or not an omnipotent being could change the past. On the other hand,
Anselm of Canterbury seems to think that almightiness is one of the things that make God count as
omnipotent. The notion of omnipotence can also be applied to an entity in different ways. An essentially
omnipotent being is an entity that is necessarily omnipotent. In contrast, an accidentally omnipotent being is
an entity that can be omnipotent for a temporary period of time, and then becomes non-omnipotent. The
omnipotence paradox can be applied to each type of being differently. The distinction is important. Likewise,
God cannot make a being greater than himself because he is, by definition, the greatest possible being. God is
limited in his actions to his nature. The Bible supports this, they assert, in passages such as Hebrews 6: The
paradox can be resolved by simply stipulating that omnipotence does not require that the being have abilities
that are logically impossible, but only be able to do anything that conforms to the laws of logic. A good
example of a modern defender of this line of reasoning is George Mavrodes. Such a "task" is termed by him a
"pseudo-task" as it is self-contradictory and inherently nonsense. Harry Frankfurt â€”following from
Descartesâ€”has responded to this solution with a proposal of his own: To be sure, it is a taskâ€”the task of
lifting a stone which He cannot liftâ€”whose description is self-contradictory. But if God is supposed capable
of performing one task whose description is self-contradictoryâ€”that of creating the problematic stone in the
first placeâ€”why should He not be supposed capable of performing anotherâ€”that of lifting the stone? After
all, is there any greater trick in performing two logically impossible tasks than there is in performing one?
Unlike essentially omnipotent entities, it is possible for an accidentally omnipotent being to be
non-omnipotent. This raises the question, however, of whether or not the being was ever truly omnipotent, or
just capable of great power. The omnipotent being is essentially omnipotent, and therefore it is impossible for
it to be non-omnipotent. Further, the omnipotent being can do what is logically impossibleâ€”just like the
accidentally omnipotentâ€”and have no limitations except the inability to become non-omnipotent. The
omnipotent being cannot create a stone it cannot lift. The omnipotent being cannot create such a stone because
its power is equal to itselfâ€”thus, removing the omnipotence, for there can only be one omnipotent being, but
it nevertheless retains its omnipotence. This solution works even with definition 2â€”as long as we also know
the being is essentially omnipotent rather than accidentally so. However, it is possible for non-omnipotent
beings to compromise their own powers, which presents the paradox that non-omnipotent beings can do
something to themselves which an essentially omnipotent being cannot do to itself. For He is called
omnipotent on account of His doing what He wills, not on account of His suffering what He wills not; for if
that should befall Him, He would by no means be omnipotent. Wherefore, He cannot do some things for the
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very reason that He is omnipotent. In a article in the philosophy journal Mind, J. Mackie tried to resolve the
paradox by distinguishing between first-order omnipotence unlimited power to act and second-order
omnipotence unlimited power to determine what powers to act things shall have. There has been considerable
philosophical dispute since Mackie, as to the best way to formulate the paradox of omnipotence in formal
logic. Gordon Clark â€” , a Calvinist theologian and expert on pre-Socratic philosophy, famously translated
Logos as "Logic": God obeys the laws of logic because God is eternally logical in the same way that God does
not perform evil actions because God is eternally good. So, God, by nature logical and unable to violate the
laws of logic, cannot make a boulder so heavy he cannot lift it because that would violate the law of non
contradiction by creating an immovable object and an unstoppable force. This raises the question, similar to
the Euthyphro Dilemma , of where this law of logic, which God is bound to obey, comes from. An alternative
meaning, however, is that a non-corporeal God cannot lift anything, but can raise it a linguistic pedantry â€”or
to use the beliefs of Hindus that there is one God, who can be manifest as several different beings that whilst it
is possible for God to do all things, it is not possible for all his incarnations to do them. The lifting a rock
paradox Can God lift a stone larger than he can carry? With these assumptions made, two arguments can stem
from it: Lifting covers up the definition of translation, which means moving something from one point in
space to another. With this in mind, the real question would be, "Can God move a rock from one location in
space to another that is larger than possible? However, it is impossible for a rock to be larger than space, as
space always adjusts itself to cover the space of the rock. The words, "Lift a Stone" are used instead to
substitute capability. With this in mind, essentially the question is asking if God is incapable, so the real
question would be, "Is God capable of being incapable? Conversely, if God is incapable of being incapable,
then the two inabilities cancel each other out, making God have the capability to do something. The act of
killing oneself is not applicable to an omnipotent being, since, despite that such an act does involve some
power, it also involves a lack of power: In other words, all non-omnipotent agents are concretely synthetic:
Thomas Aquinas asserts that the paradox arises from a misunderstanding of omnipotence. He maintains that
inherent contradictions and logical impossibilities do not fall under the omnipotence of God. Lewis argues that
when talking about omnipotence, referencing "a rock so heavy that God cannot lift it" is nonsense just as much
as referencing "a square circle"; that it is not logically coherent in terms of power to think that omnipotence
includes the power to do the logically impossible. So asking "Can God create a rock so heavy that even he
cannot lift it? This is justified by observing that for the omnipotent agent to create such a stone, it must already
be more powerful than itself: In fact, this process is merely a fancier form of the classic Liar Paradox: If I say,
"I am a liar", then how can it be true if I am telling the truth therewith, and, if I am telling the truth therewith,
then how can I be a liar? Therefore, the question and therefore the perceived paradox is meaningless.
Nonsense does not suddenly acquire sense and meaning with the addition of the two words, "God can" before
it. It is easier to teach a fish to swim in outer space than to convince a room full of ignorant fools why it
cannot be done. Language and omnipotence[ edit ] The philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein is frequently
interpreted as arguing that language is not up to the task of describing the kind of power an omnipotent being
would have. In his Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus , he stays generally within the realm of logical positivism
until claim 6. Wittgenstein also mentions the will, life after death, and Godâ€”arguing that, "When the answer
cannot be put into words, neither can the question be put into words. According to the Tractatus, then, even
attempting to formulate the omnipotence paradox is futile, since language cannot refer to the entities the
paradox considers. Other versions of the paradox[ edit ] In the 6th century, Pseudo-Dionysius claims that a
version of the omnipotence paradox constituted the dispute between Paul the Apostle and Elymas the
Magician mentioned in Acts As Aquinas put it in Summa contra Gentiles: Since the principles of certain
sciences, such as logic, geometry and arithmetic are taken only from the formal principles of things, on which
the essence of the thing depends, it follows that God could not make things contrary to these principles. For
example, that a genus was not predicable of the species, or that lines drawn from the centre to the
circumference were not equal, or that a triangle did not have three angles equal to two right angles. The later
invention of non-Euclidean geometry does not resolve this question; for one might as well ask, "If given the
axioms of Riemannian geometry , can an omnipotent being create a triangle whose angles do not add up to
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more than degrees? A version of the paradox can also be seen in non-theological contexts. Modern physics
indicates that the choice of phrasing about lifting stones should relate to acceleration; however, this does not in
itself of course invalidate the fundamental concept of the generalized omnipotence paradox. However, one
could easily modify the classic statement as follows: Within this universe, can the omnipotent being create a
stone so heavy that the being cannot lift it? He argues, "the one cannot be without the other, any more than
there could be a compact number of mountains without valleys, or that I could exist and not exist at the same
time, or that God should effect any other contradiction in nature. In Principles of Philosophy , Descartes tried
refuting the existence of atoms with a variation of this argument, claiming God could not create things so
indivisible that he could not divide them.
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According to the Fifth Doctor , the universe itself began because of an ontological paradox, since the Big
Bang would have been triggered by the explosion of fuel from the future space station Terminus. Cobwebs
Guerrilla fighters from an alternate timeline where the Daleks ruled the world came back in time to prevent its
creation by assassinating Sir Reginald Styles but unknowingly created their timeline with their assassination
attempt. Eventually, the Third Doctor and Jo Grant figured out the truth and convinced Shura not to go
through with the plot. Instead, he used his dalekanium bomb to destroy a group of attacking Daleks while the
delegates for the peace conference were evacuated. This changed the timeline to a better future. Day of the
Daleks All TARDISes were equipped with a time safe , which allowed Time Lords to send items or
information to their past selves by placing the items in the safe in the future and setting the coordinates to send
the items into the past. While attempting to join the Cult of the Heretic , the Master was told that he would
have to kill his own past self to prove his dedication to their cause. To this end, the Master attacked his past
self at a point when he was attempting to attack the Time Lord complex on Tersurus , but claimed in hindsight
that he had chosen to attack his past self because he knew that the younger Master would survive the attack
although the Cult used this opportunity to use the Masters as pawns in their own plans. She rescued her own
mother, Audrey , and her grandmother, Kathleen Dudman. The Golden Ones , before finally ensuring a war
between the human race and the Galatean race. The Lebensweltian criminals Darlow , Gimcrack and
Svadhisthana became fused together when they were near the Unnoticed. Touching one of them caused an
energy discharge since the Unnoticed were their descendants. The criminals were thrown millennia back in
time and evolved into the Unnoticed, forgetting their origin. The Book of the Still. Later, when shown that her
latest incarnation would use the alias " River Song ", she adopted the name for herself. Another example is
when Rose Tyler , as the Bad Wolf entity scattered the words "Bad Wolf" through time and space in order to
draw herself to the Game Station in , where she became the Bad Wolf to destroy the Daleks attacking that time
period and save the Ninth Doctor. This is another example of an ontological paradox, in which a meme
self-perpetually creates itself. The Parting of the Ways After being sent back to by the Weeping Angels , Mark
Whitaker , assisted occasionally by the Eleventh Doctor , Amy Pond and Rory Williams ensured that events
that occurred between him and his wife Rebecca happened, in the process causing them to happen. As the
death of Rebecca had caused Mark to want to save her and led to his actions in the past, saving her would
change both the past and the future. Eventually, the Doctor convinced Mark not to save his wife and using a
trap set up by a time-travelling Rory, the group was able to effectively destroy the Weeping Angels and
prevent the paradox they planned. Aside from saving Rebecca from a Weeping Angel and staying with her as
she died, Mark did nothing. The Time of the Doctor In some cases, a time traveller had information that came
from the act of time travelling, learning it from a future or past version of himself; thus, the information had
no real source, known as the bootstrap paradox. Knowing that his future self had given her his sonic
screwdriver , the Tenth Doctor was able to preserve her; conversely, his future self gave her sonic screwdriver
because he remembered his past self saving her. In that same meeting, the Doctor learned from River that it
was possible to open the TARDIS doors by snapping his fingers, a fact River was aware of because she had
seen the Eleventh Doctor do it, who in turn only knew it was possible because the Tenth Doctor had been
informed by River. Forest of the Dead Another example would be how Sally Sparrow received instructions on
how to fight the Weeping Angels. Sally created a transcript of the Easter egg that the Tenth Doctor recorded
for her; she then gave this transcript to the past Tenth Doctor, who then read from it to create the Easter egg,
which Sally would later watch. Neither the Doctor nor Sally actually wrote the transcript. Love and War ; in
yet another, the Fifth Doctor met the Tenth Doctor and saw him cancel out a supernova with a black hole,
which meant the Tenth Doctor remembered seeing himself doing it, allowing him to do so. The most notable
example of a paradox in this instance occurred when the Doctor fixed the problem by waiting for himself to
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enter the TARDIS to tell himself how to solve the problem; to use the Wibbly lever, whereupon the Doctor
used the Wibbly lever and entered the TARDIS to tell himself this answer. The Doctor set up the heist and
erased his own memory of everything after the phone rang to the start of the heist. As a result, he was unaware
he set it up. During the heist, he gave Karabraxos his phone number as well as the information that he was a
time traveller to offer his help with her greatest regret when she grew old. Time Heist After genuinely
deciding to change, the Missy incarnation of the Master chose to mortally wound her past self to ensure that he
would regenerate into her and make the choices she had made. Due to their time lines being out of synch, the
Master and thus Missy would not recall their meeting on the Mondasian colony ship. Also, during her time on
the ship, Missy recalled when a woman had shoved her up against a wall in her previous incarnation and made
him promise to always keep a spare dematerialisation circuit on him. She realised that she herself did this and
performed the action after learning that the Master had burned out the circuit in his TARDIS , ensuring that
she herself had the spare he needed on her at that moment. The Third Doctor realised the mistake and had the
delegates of the World Peace Conference evacuate the house in time to escape so the bomb only killed Daleks
and their Ogron slaves. Day of the Daleks In another example, the Dalek Emperor of the timeline in which
Daleks underwent the Mutant Phase unintentionally allowed the introduction of wasp DNA into the Dalek
gene pool which he had travelled back in time to prevent. The Fifth Doctor realised the mistake and convinced
the Emperor to destroy the faulty pesticide he had intended to use on the infected Dalek. In the new timeline,
the infection was cured and the Mutant Phase never happened. The Mutant Phase Other examples existed of
similar corrections of the previous timeline. He took her to an alternative where this had happened. Examples
of this included the Time Lords and the Arboretans , a race of plant-like aliens who travelled back to their
birth at the moment of their deaths and could live their lives over and over, correcting past mistakes. Although
they were hunted to extinction by Dr. Each incarnation of the Doctor was able to continue to exist even with
the earlier ones removed, however, the Fifth Doctor demonstrated considerable ill effects from each abduction,
claiming to be "whittled away piece by piece", and retreated to the safety of the TARDIS. He also claimed that
his timeline had been destabilised and that his existence was threatened by the Fourth Doctor being trapped in
a time eddy, even briefly fading from existence before contact with the First Doctor strengthened him. The
Five Doctors Making contact with the Cult of the Heretic , the Master agreed to help them in their plan to
regenerate the universe if they would permit him to join them in the Anomaly cage. The Cult claimed that they
would only allow the Master to join them if he killed his past self, but both sides betrayed the other; the
Master claimed that he attacked his past self in a manner that he knew his past self would survive, but then the
Cult interfered, attacking the older Master and transferring the past Master into his future self, simultaneously
trapping the older Master in his past self, telling the younger Master that the other Master was just another
Time Lord. The only consequence of these events was that the future Master essentially created his crippled
past incarnation. There were also anachronisms created. The car which should have killed Pete Tyler kept on
disappearing, reappearing and following him to repeat the accident. Reapers appeared to eat up people and
landmarks in the vicinity and eventually the world. Pete chose to die, restoring the timeline. When Captain
Jack Harkness destroyed the paradox machine, the paradox caused time to rewind to the start of the invasion,
sending the Toclafane back where they came from and changing the future. Last of the Time Lords During a
visit to Apalapucia , Amy Pond became stuck in a separate timestream in the Two Streams Facility that
allowed people to experience the rest of their life in a short amount of time due to the Chen-7 virus. By
reminding herself of her love for Rory, young Amy was able to convince her future self to help. Future Amy
was killed by the Handbots , but the future was negated by the rescue of her present day self.
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Companions are enemies and other NPCs that have decided to join Luka on his journey.. Recruitment. Companions are
primarily added by defeating enemies in combat. After every victory, there is a chance of them asking to join Luka which
can be accepted or declined.

The Sixth Doctor mentions the web of time. Specifically, it reveals that there are no less than five versions of
Peri Brown in existence, each created by Time Lord interference in her timeline - not including the original,
who was killed in Mindwarp. One of the five rescued Peris married Yrcanos and became a warrior queen TV:
Bad Therapy , while another version narrates Part 2 of this story, only remembering the events of TV: The
nature of the other three versions is not revealed, though one may be the version who remained on Krontep
after marrying Yrcanos PROSE: Bad Therapy ; in addition the Target novelisation of Mindwarp has Peri and
Yrcanos returning to Earth in the 20th century. It is also possible one of the "other Peris" may have been
created with the encounter between the younger and older Peri, since no reference is made to this rather
disturbing incident in The Caves of Androzani or any other Peri story. Also, befitting a story set in two
different eras, Part 1 uses the Peter Howell theme arrangement in place at the time that Bryant joined the series
during Season 21 , and Part 2 uses the Dominic Glynn theme used at the time she left during Season The first
and second halves of this story take place at the same time. This audio drama was recorded on 11 and 12
November He says they both originated from the Piscos star system and that their world was destroyed by an
expanding sun. The Reaping The older Peri claims that the disappearance of the crew of the Mary Celeste was
caused by Piscons wanting to take over human forms. This was later revealed to be completely made up. In
reality, the First Doctor and his companions Ian Chesterton , Barbara Wright and Vicki Pallister were
indirectly responsible for their disappearance. The Forsaken , The Rosemariners Earlier in his personal
timeline, the Fifth Doctor told Alan Fitzgerald , a student summer intern at the Gogglebox , that he was "sort
of" responsible. Mission to Magnus , TV: Revelation of the Daleks. The Sixth Doctor claims that he has been
having difficulty with his memory since his most recent regeneration. This could account for the fact that he
did not remember meeting Kathy Chambers for the first time in his personal timeline in Brisbane , Australia in
September while in his fifth incarnation AUDIO: The older Peri remembers her first encounter with the
Doctor involving a " robot with an identity crisis ", " some religious types ", a " crazy guy with a beard " and
Turlough. Cold Fusion in which the Seventh Doctor remembers the events of the novel from the perspective of
the Fifth Doctor and uses this knowledge against his younger self. Though it is not stated directly, the older
Peri was presumably returned to Earth at some point after September The Reaping An unidentified Doctor,
likely the seventh, would later visit the version of Peri serving as princess, who would not forgive him for
abandoning her. Reunion Peri wonders if Earth is being invaded all the time by He would later give the same
offer to the version of Peri on Krontep.
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Chapter 7 : Alumni Association of Princeton University - "The Paradox of War" Alumni Companion Program
Peri and the Piscon Paradox features two Doctors and two Peris in a complex, hilarious, and occasionally poignant tale.
The Fifth Doctor and Peri arrive on Earth to confront an evil Piscon, who they find isn't so evil but is trying to commit
"Suicide by Doctor" in hope of being reincarnated and they also encounter Peri's future self who is a hard as nails alien
investigation agent.

The Surprise Test Paradox A teacher announces that there will be a surprise test next week. A student objects
that this is impossible: If the test is given on Friday, then on Thursday I would be able to predict that the test is
on Friday. It would not be a surprise. Can the test be given on Wednesday? No, because on Tuesday I would
know that the test will not be on Friday thanks to the previous reasoning and know that the test was not on
Monday thanks to memory. Therefore, on Tuesday I could foresee that the test will be on Wednesday. A test
on Wednesday would not be a surprise. Could the surprise test be on Monday? On Sunday, the previous two
eliminations would be available to me. Consequently, I would know that the test must be on Monday. So a
Monday test would also fail to be a surprise. Therefore, it is impossible for there to be a surprise test. We have
an embarrassment of riches. For a recent formalization, see Holliday On the other hand, common sense says
that surprise tests are possible even when we have had advance warning that one will occur at some point.
Either of the answers would be decisive were it not for the credentials of the rival answer. Thus we have a
paradox. But a paradox of what kind? Specifically, a test is a surprise if and only if the student cannot know
beforehand which day the test will occur. Therefore the riddle of the surprise test qualifies as an epistemic
paradox. Paradoxes are more than edifying surprises. Professor Statistics announces she will give random
quizzes: Each day I will open by rolling a die. When the roll yields a six, I will immediately give a quiz. So
you are taking a quiz. The last question of her quiz is: But the correct answer is: Uncontroversial facts about
probability reveal the mistake and establish the correct answer. For the next test to be on Wednesday, there
would have to be a conjunction of two events: The probability for each subsequent day becomes less and less.
It would be astounding if the next quiz day were a hundred days from now! The question is not whether a six
will be rolled on any given day, but when the next six will be rolled. Which day is the next one depends partly
on what happens meanwhile, as well as depending partly on the roll of the die on that day. This riddle is
instructive and will be referenced throughout this entry. But the existence of quick, decisive solution shows
that only a mild revision of our prior beliefs was needed. In contrast, when our deep beliefs conflict, proposed
amendments reverberate unpredictably. The solution to a complex epistemic paradox relies on solutions or
partial solutions to more fundamental epistemic paradoxes. The surprise test paradox, which will be
disassembled in stages throughout this essay, conveniently illustrates this nesting of paradox within paradox.
In addition to this depth-wise connection, there are lateral connections to other epistemic paradoxes such as
the knower paradox and the problem of foreknowledge. There are also ties to issues that are not clearly
paradoxes â€” or to issues whose status as paradoxes is at least contested. Calling a problem a paradox tends
to quarantine it from the rest of our inquiries. Those who wish to rely on the surprising result will therefore
deny that there is any paradox. They will be discussed in passing, chiefly to set boundaries. We can look
forward to future philosophers drawing edifying historical connections. The backward elimination argument
underlying the surprise test paradox can be discerned in German folktales dating back to Sorensen a, Perhaps,
medieval scholars explored these slippery slopes. But let me turn to commentary to which we presently have
access. If the teacher had not announced that there would be a surprise test, the teacher would have been able
to give the surprise test. The pedagogical moral of the paradox would then be that if you want to give a
surprise test do not announce your intention to your students! Jonathan Cohen agreed and classified the
announcement as a pragmatic paradox. He defined a pragmatic paradox to be a statement that is falsified by its
own utterance. The teacher overlooked how the manner in which a statement is disseminated can doom it to
falsehood. Students now know that there will be a test. But this compromise is not itself enough to make the
announcement self-falsifying. The existence of a surprise test has been revealed but perhaps that allows
surviving uncertainty as to which day the test will occur. The announcement of a forthcoming surprise aims at
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changing uninformed ignorance into action-guiding awareness of ignorance. A student who misses the
announcement does not realize that there is a test. If no one passes on the intelligence about the surprise test,
the student with simple ignorance will be less prepared than classmates who know they do not know the day
of the test. Announcements are made to serve different goals simultaneously. Competition between accuracy
and helpfulness makes it possible for an announcement to be self-fulfilling by being self-defeating. Because of
the warning, spectacle-seekers make a special trip to witness the wave. Some game theorists suggest that the
teacher could defeat this strategy by choosing the test date at random. Students can be kept uncertain if the
teacher is willing to be faithfully random. She will need to prepare a quiz each day. She will need to brace for
the possibility that she will give too many quizzes or too few or have an unrepresentative distribution of
quizzes. If the instructor finds these costs onerous, then she may be tempted by an alternative: Keep the
identity of that day secret. Since the student will only know that the quiz is on some day or other, pupils will
not be able to predict the day of the quiz. Unfortunately, this plan is risky. If, through the chance process, the
last day happens to be selected, then abiding by the outcome means giving an unsurprising test. So the teacher
must exclude random selection of the last day. The student is astute. He will replicate this reasoning that
excludes a test on the last day. Can the teacher abide by the random selection of the next to last day? Now the
reasoning becomes all too familiar. Therefore, Predictor must conceal his prediction. The catch is that Avoider
has access to the same data, laws, and calculating capacity as Predictor. Consequently, the optimal predictor
cannot predict Avoider. Let the teacher be Avoider and the student be Predictor. Therefore, it is possible to
give a surprise test. David Lewis and Jane Richardson object: Scriven takes for granted that the
requirement-functions are compatible: Reading the sentence one way yields a truth: However, the
compatibility premise requires the false reading in which Predictor and Avoider can finish against each other.
We would have merely formulated a riddle that falsely presupposes that the two types of agent are co-possible.
Predictive determinism states that everything is foreseeable. Metaphysical determinism states that there is only
one way the future could be given the way the past is. Simon Laplace used metaphysical determinism as a
premise for predictive determinism. He reasoned that since every event has a cause, a complete description of
any stage of history combined with the laws of nature implies what happens at any other stage of the universe.
Scriven was only challenging predictive determinism in his thought experiment. The next approach challenges
metaphysical determinism. If I know that you will finish reading this article tomorrow, then you will finish
tomorrow because knowledge implies truth. But that means you will finish the article even if you resolve not
to. After all, given that you will finish, nothing can stop you from finishing. So if I know that you will finish
reading this article tomorrow, you are not free to do otherwise. Maybe all of your reading is compulsory. If
God exists, then He knows everything. So the threat to freedom becomes total for the theist.
Chapter 8 : Paradox () - Movie | Moviefone
The Official Paradox Companion App! Connect with your Paradox Account and stay updated with the latest news for all
our games and more. This app will be updated going forward with new features and content.

Chapter 9 : Plant Paradox Review (UPDATE: ) | 9 Things You Need to Know
These questions and more were explored in a guided, interactive email discussion on "The Paradox of War." Offered in
tandem with Professor Miguel Centeno's six-week course, which was conducted using the online Coursera platform, the
Alumni Studies program provided Princetonians with a unique, interactive forum to exchange ideas and personally.
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